Bay of Pigs and Cuban Missile Crisis
Announcements

Essay coming up

Recollect “I have a dream” speeches
Cold War Review

Clubs - Korean War
Spades - Red Scare
Diamonds - Arms Race/Space Race
Hearts - Berlin Blockade/Airlift

Definition, why it happened, what resulted
How involved is the United States in foreign affairs during the Cold War?
Fill out the front of your note sheet as you watch the video. Pay special attention to why we did the operation, whether or not it was successful, and what the consequences of it were.
Bay of Pigs Review

Who was the leader of Cuba after the revolution?
Why didn’t America like him?
What was the plan to get rid of him?
How did it go?
Cuban Missile Crisis Activity

We’re going to use the information that the United States had at the time to make a recommendation to President Kennedy.

What are the risks if we make a bad recommendation?

Part A: Should we launch a secret U2 spy plane to get more information/pictures?

Part B: Does Cuba have nuclear missiles?

Part C: Is Cuba ready to attack (Are the missiles operational)?
Primary Source Analysis

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yt8SBlx9P9I

How do we resolve the Cuban Missile Crisis? What happens if we don’t come up with a peaceful compromise?

Read the primary sources to look at negotiations between important American leaders and important Russian leaders to see what they can come up with

◦ Pages 128-137 in the blue book